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Abstract—The overarching goal of this study was to assess the suitability of Voyant Tools to identify the frequency of content-related and non-content-related query subjects (thread title) and prioritize them based on their occurrence and importance in the online discussion forum. The dataset consisted of 296 query subjects collected from the discussion forums of practical and theoretical massive open online courses (MOOCs). The Cirrus, correlation, and scatter plot features of Voyant Tools (a web-based application) were used to analyze the dataset. The Cirrus feature assisted with word frequency, and the Correlation feature helped with their co-occurrence in the online discussion forum. The Scatter plot feature was the most appropriate tool among the three tools implemented in the current study for generating the clusters of content-related and non-content-related query subjects. Overall, Voyant Tools was an effective resource capable of analyzing quantitative and qualitative data and providing visual output in various forms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, interest in online education has increased due to the needs of learners for flexible learning hours, an adaptive study environment, and access to distance education [1]. In the past two years, online education has become an essential part of our education system due to the COVID-19 global pandemic [2–4]. Due to COVID-19, recent trends in online education, including obtaining knowledge and developing practical and communication skills, have led to an increase in the number of learners engaged in distance learning [5].

Massive open online courses (MOOCs) are one of the leading platforms for online education. Some of the examples of MOOCs are Coursera, edX, Udacity, and Udemy. In recent times, MOOCs have gained attention because of flexibility in participation, motivation, language, and open access to lifelong-learning opportunities because they provide substantial content to a large number of learners in a cost and time-efficient way [6, 7]. In terms of time efficiency, MOOCs provide pre-recorded video lectures convenient for both learners and instructors [8] but result in less quality interaction with other learners and instructors than in traditional classroom settings. This lack of interaction and collaboration has been identified one of the primary reasons for learner dropout from MOOCs [9].

Online discussion forums are one of the primary platforms for interaction among learners and instructors in MOOCs. In MOOCs, the discussion forum is also considered a primary platform for knowledge construction through social interaction, sharing information, egocentric elaboration, allocentric elaboration, application and transfer, coordination, and reflection [10]. Consequently, MOOC discussion forums provide a wide opportunity for researchers for data mining due to the broad range of online courses and various type of learners [11]. The existing literature on discussion forums focuses specifically on learning behavior patterns [10, 12, 13]. However, most of these studies focused only on features used to find content-related queries in the discussion forum [14–16].

A well-structured discussion forum is considered an essential requirement for smooth interaction and collaboration [17, 18]. Currently, a systematic understanding of how discussion forum posts contribute to interaction and collaboration is still lacking. This study aimed to analyze online discussion forums and identify content-related and non-content-related queries using query subjects. Previous approaches were limited to analyzing content-related queries and learning behavior. This study aimed to determine the type of queries using Voyant Tools to better understand online forum discussions. Initially, extracting data from the discussion forums is a resource-intensive task. Several approaches have been used to extract discussion forum data, such as the Board forum [19], iRobot [20], and Vigi4Med [18]. These forum-based data extraction approaches were powerful in obtaining all the information from the web page of the discussion forum. However, only query subjects were used to analyze the discussions in this study, so Voyant Tools was a more effective and more straightforward approach to extracting and analyzing the dataset. Voyant Tools, which includes the Cirrus, Correlation, and Scatter plot features, was also previously found to be successful in discovering words and their relationships from the massive dataset [21, 22].

This paper is divided into four parts:
1) A brief overview of the recent history of work in the field of online discussion forum analysis;
2) The methodology followed for this study;
3) The experimental results obtained using Voyant Tools;
4) Finally, the conclusions of the present study.

Through this research, we chose to use Voyant Tools in the data mining of the discussion forum and further investigate the feasibility of using that tool to identify key discussion topics of content-related and non-content-related queries. The Voyant Tools comprises a wide range of features for evaluating term frequencies and distributions and can support various data formats, including plain text, HTML, XML, MS
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Word, or PDF. In this study, one of the primary purposes of using Voyant Tools was to stop the word-removal feature, automatically removing the stop words such as in, for, of, the, and as from documents. This feature distinguishes Voyant Tools from other software such as Concordle or Leximancer used for similar purposes.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Research and Efforts to Address Overload in Online Discussion Forum

Generally, MOOCs are characterized by many learners; subsequently, their discussion forums become difficult for instructors to manage, and the quality of the interaction between learners and instructors gradually declines. Baek et al. found that the size of the discussion forum is linearly dependent on the content contribution of each participant [23]. However, the contribution of online discussion forums due primarily to the participation of some active learners. Gillani et al. noted that higher-performing learners engage more actively in the discussion forum than low-performing learners. However, high-performing learners were not interacting with other high-performing learners [24]. The literature on discussion forums also highlighted the patterns of learner interaction through various parameters such as cognitive engagement, critical thinking, coherent dialogue, and interactive dialogue in learner posts. However, Thomas observed that interactive, collaborative learning did not occur in the online discussion forums analyzed [25]. Previous research also established the relationship between confusion in the learning process due to the massive learner’s posts and the rate of dropout from MOOCs [26]. The intermingling of queries with different categories was also observed in the discussion forum posts [27]. Xing et al. tracked discussion forum posts to examine the relationship between the achievement emotions of learners and the weekly dropout rate [28].

Manual analysis of text or discussion forum posts is time-consuming and resource demanding. Therefore, several tools and techniques were developed to analyze discussion forum posts automatically [7, 29, 30]. These techniques include supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and text mining. Text mining is one of the techniques most widely used in the analysis of discussion and feedback forums [31, 32]. Text mining transfers unstructured text into a structured form using word trends, patterns, and categorization with keywords to identify valuable information. Unsupervised text mining [33] collected convincing keywords from four different models, including latent dirichlet allocation (LDA), Key phrase extraction (topic rank), Text rank, and Frequency-based word cloud to form word clusters that identify the topic of discussions. Peng et al. focus on the discussion posts, including the number of posts, words in the post, discussion topics, learner’s emotions, learner’s behavior, word index, time index, and topic time distribution using the text mining technique [34]. Text mining can be accomplished using Voyant Tools to extract useful information from massive text datasets of any format [35]. In an unstructured feedback forum, Voyant Tools worked well in the textual analysis function [21].

The literature on facilitating online discussion forums suggests that the forum can be divided into social-emotional and group discussion (content and task-oriented) using a discussion rubric to make it more productive [36]. This study considered group discussion to be content-related posts and social discussion to be non-content-related posts.

B. Research and Efforts to Classify Posts in MOOC Forums

Several methods have been used to classify MOOC discussion forum posts. A large volume of published articles describes the role of data mining tools in assessing asynchronous discussion forums. Using data mining techniques and diverse visualization, successful modeling opportunities can be found for discussion forum posts [31]. Rovai developed a model using the concept of design and facilitation to construct practical knowledge through social-emotional and task-related discussions [36]. Brinton et al. focused on improving the quality of online discussion forums through the learners’ activities that lead to course-relevant discussions [37]. Yusof et al. [38] developed a model for community question answering that determines the quality of questions using good and bad questions to facilitate relevant queries in the discussion forum. Most forum users do not consider other learners’ similar questions or repetitions of the same questions before starting the new discussion; eventually, it increases the load in online discussion forums.

Ocharo et al. developed a model to make reviewer comments more meaningful by categorizing them into content-related and non-content-related for revising the entire document, but the model was limited to research articles [39]. Other efforts have been made to identify content-related queries from MOOC discussion forums using queries’ starting posts and linguistic features [27]. However, that study failed to identify non-content-related queries found in large numbers in any discussion forum. Later, Feng et al. developed a language and content independent model to analyze discussion threads using twenty-three limited interactive features, including structure, popularity, and social work [40]. Xing et al. also extracted seven features, including language summary features, linguistic features, grammar, punctuation, function words, and social and LDA topics to identify the learner’s expression in the online discussion forum [28]. Subsequently, a topic tracking model was created using thread posting, replying, quoting, and common posting labels instead of linguistic features [34]. The use of common posting labels aids in creating clusters of content-related queries and non-content-related queries.

III. RESEARCH DESIGN

This study aimed to create clusters of content-related and non-content-related queries as query subjects from discussion forum posts. Non-content-related query subjects are those that have social, technical, and management queries.
These queries are related to submitting assignments, tests, or quiz-related queries that forum administrators can answer. Content-related query subjects are those that contain subject-specific words, and which vary from course to course. In this study, technical queries were considered content-related queries.

The primary task in carrying out this study is data pre-processing. In previous studies, several classification models were used to pre-process discussion forum data. Linguistic features were used in the classification models to categorize the queries [41, 42]. Previous research was also limited to conduct a study on the online discussion forum of two programming computer courses or theoretical courses instead of comparing the practical and theoretical course discussion forums in MOOCs [43].

While Voyant Tools is widely used for both qualitative and quantitative measurement, to our knowledge, no previous work has employed this tool to focus on non-content-related query subjects of Google group discussion forums. Voyant Tools works with the text analysis and data exploration functions to visualize datasets that traditional means may not achieve [44]. Text mining has also been widely used in analyzing various aspects of discussion forum posts. However, in this study, we focused instead on the usability of the Cirrus, Correlation, and Scatter plot features of Voyant Tools to analyze queries. Voyant Tools also enables us to remove stop words automatically. Therefore, Voyant Tools is a particularly suitable option for digital humanities study [45].

The content of a discussion forum can be analyzed at various levels (query subjects, queries itself, replies, number of views on the query). For the following three reasons, the query subject (query thread) was the most valuable unit of analysis for creating a model:

1) MOOC Google group discussions are represented to learners as a threaded conversation in the form of query subjects providing an idea of the query type. Learners decide what to read based on this query subject.
2) Query subjects may change direction when other learners join the conversation. To verify this, an analysis was conducted to check each query conversation.
3) Query subjects aid in identifying relevant features for categorization and creating a model for clustering queries. In particular, the Scatter plot feature in Voyant Tools can aid in clustering queries with similar attributes. A previous study found that instructors responded more frequently to clusters of overlapping forum queries [46].

This study aimed to determine whether the query subject could accurately obtain the idea of a query and further aid in creating clusters of similar queries using Voyant Tools.

The research supporting this study had three primary goals. It sought to determine if:

1) Query subjects of content-related threads have linguistic features that distinguish from non-content-related posts.
2) Linguistic features can be used to create a model that reliably identifies query subjects of content-related posts in a MOOC Google group discussion forum.
3) Voyant Tools can determine the frequencies of content-related and non-content-related query subjects.

IV. METHOD

A. Data Sources

This study was conducted on text data from two MOOCs. The analysis was undertaken explicitly on a practical course and a theoretical course offered by study webs of active learning for young aspiring minds (SWAYAM). This open-source platform is the provider of MOOCs initiated by India’s government for online education (https://swayam.gov.in/global).

B. Targeted Courses

The practical course, C and C++ (named for two programming languages) is ongoing, while the theoretical course, computer networks, has finished. The practical course comprises 20 audio-video spoken tutorials for learning the programming language. In contrast, the theoretical course is a 12-week course with three videos each week and an online quiz every week. There was a significant disparity in the number of learners enrolled in the practical course (26,721) and theoretical course (11,973). Learners in both the courses were invited to post questions and comments in the discussion forum of Google groups. The duration of both courses was 12 weeks, each was taught by a single instructor.

C. Dataset

The dataset consists of a selection of discussion forum posts from the two courses. Query subject (thread title) from the discussion forum was included in the dataset as shown in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query number</th>
<th>Query subject</th>
<th>Type of query</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C in windows</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Lecture slides</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>for subject assignment</td>
<td>NCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>matrix multiplication</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Certificate Detail reg</td>
<td>NCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>thankyou</td>
<td>NCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>System operator</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>About certification</td>
<td>NCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>related test</td>
<td>NCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>confusion</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>assignment</td>
<td>NCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Regarding assignment</td>
<td>NCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Error in C++</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>online test</td>
<td>NCR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Data Preparation

1) Data sample

The entire set of 296 query subjects was analyzed. These query subjects were labeled manually as content-related or non-content-related as shown in Table I. During the evaluation phase, the results from Voyant Tools were compared with the result obtained by manual coding. CR (Content-related) queries contain domain-specific keywords for the course and direct academic queries. They require appropriate discussions between learners and instructors. NCR (non-academic or management) queries are related to assignments, quizzes, and tests related queries.
Examples of query subject pre-processing:

Content-related example:
- Before pre-processing: compilation of the program in Windows OS.
- After pre-processing: compilation, program, Windows, OS.

Non-content-related example:
- Before pre-processing: how to submit an assignment.
- After pre-processing: submit, assignment.

In the examples, stop words like “he, of, in, I, how” were removed manually. Stop words occur frequently and have no meaning in the context of queries. Content-related query words such as compilation, program, Windows, and OS are retained. Likewise, words such as submit, and assignment were considered for the categorization of non-content-related queries.

2) Tool used

The entire 296 query subjects were analyzed using the online Voyant Tools (a web-based application). Duplicate or repetitive query subjects were also considered to determine their frequency of occurrence. Three different tools out of twenty-four were used for experiments. These tools were the Cirrus tool, Correlation tool, and Scatter plot tool.

3) Cirrus tool

Cirrus is a word cloud generator that creates a visual image by ranking the words of a corpus or document according to the frequency of occurrence. It automatically filters stop words, saving time and effort during data pre-processing.

4) Correlation tool

This tool enables us to find the co-occurrence of two or more lexical items. The co-occurrence can be positive or negative. The tool provides correlating pairs of words in the text. This tool aids in finding the meaning of the query directly without focusing on stop words.

5) Scatter plot tool

This tool is designed for data visualization using dimensionality reduction methods. It includes analysis functions with the dimensional representation of the data. The Analysis function provides four techniques. These are Principal component analysis, Correspondence analysis, t-SNE (t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding) analysis, and document similarity.

In this study, t-SNE analysis was carried out on the qualitative textual data. The t-SNE technique aids in finding the most complex information [47]. Data were analyzed using the parameters perplexity (P) and iteration (I). The level of perplexity ranges from 5 to 100, and the number of iterations that can be performed is between 100 and 5000.

E. Feature Extraction and Modeling

Discussion forum queries include course content-specific queries, repetitive queries, queries categorized as frequently asked questions (FAQ), and management queries. Several words in the query subject were used to classify various categories of queries. Feature extraction aided in data mining of discussion forum queries. In the current dataset, there were 1,182 total words with 392 unique word forms. However, the most frequent words were provided by Voyant Tools for feature extraction (Table II). The most frequent words in the discussion were associated with non-content-related queries, i.e., assignment, exam, certificate, regarding, and test. Finding content-related features from the online discussion forum corpus was difficult because the keywords varied from course to course. This study lacked various categories of classification because it was limited to two discussion forums.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II: SUMMARY OF THE DATASET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Words</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique word forums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average words per sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most frequent words</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Features Identification to Classify Content-Related and Non-content-related Query Subjects (Thread Title)

The cirrus tool and the correlations tool facilitated in identifying the features to classify query subjects. The cirrus tool aids in identifying the most frequent discussions. The tool helped in investigating the high-frequency queries in both the practical and the theoretical courses. The high frequency of non-content-related queries for instance assignment, exam, certificate, and test can be seen in Fig. 1.

Table III shows several collocations such as “test date”, “assessment date”, “exam date”, and “test week” from the dataset of query subjects. Each collocation shows a perfect positive relationship (value is greater than zero). The strongest correlations between the words of the query subject (Term 1 and Term 2) were determined using a correlation tool. The correlation of words describes the query type without reading the complete query detail. For example, “test date” describes the learner was asking regarding the date of the test; “test week” describes asking the week of the test. These features were later used to classify content-related queries and non-content-related queries.
### TABLE III: CORRELATIONS OF WORDS IN QUERY SUBJECTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term 1</th>
<th>Term 2</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.0000022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Submission</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.0000039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Week</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.0000251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>Submitted</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.0000636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File</td>
<td>Header</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.0000636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.0000636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completion</td>
<td>Related</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.0000950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix</td>
<td>Related</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.0000950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating</td>
<td>Related</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.0000950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enquiry</td>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.0001175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination</td>
<td>Wrong</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.0001175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>Week</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.0001277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.0001341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates</td>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.0001525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exams</td>
<td>Sir</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.0002267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. Feasibility of Three Tools from the Toolkit of Voyant Tools in Clustering Content-Related and Non-content-related Query Subjects**

The priorities of queries can be set using the cirrus tool and the instructor can focus according to the significance of the queries in the online discussion forums. In the case of two discussion forums of practical and theoretical courses, the most frequent query asked by the learner was assignment related so it can be considered to the prioritized query. It should be answered first by the instructors. However, the cirrus tool cannot generate clustering of content-related and non-content-related query subjects. Query subjects (thread title) are short headings to introduce the query type. However, several query subjects were found which were too long and time-consuming for the reader and writer to understand the query type. Using the Voyant Tools, these types of long query subjects were dealt with efficiently by removing unnecessary stop words.

The Scatter Plots were created using the t-SNE tool. The technique behind the analysis is tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency). The tf-idf aids in determining the importance of a word in the document and clustering of terms. The range of perplexity (P) and the number of iterations (I) are the two important factors for an analyst. A high level of data resolution and more accurate data interpretation can be achieved by implementing perplexity and iterations [48].

In this study, seven experiments were carried out in three phases. In the first phase of the experiment, clusters were generated by setting the value of perplexity as to the highest range and the number of iterations as to the lowest range. However, the clusters were not sufficiently accurate to distinguish content-related and non-content-related queries (Fig. 2).

In the second phase, the level of perplexity remained...
constant, with varying iterations to test how the model changes at different iterations (Figs. 3, 4, 5). In the third phase, the level of perplexity was set to the highest value (Figs. 6, 7). The results were able to demonstrate the clusters of content-related queries and non-content-related queries independently. The finding suggested that, in general, there were more non-content-related queries than content-related queries. The best result in a clustering of queries of content-related and non-content-related queries was found with $P = 100$ and $I = 1000$, as shown in Fig. 6. We observed that increased perplexity yields better visualization in our dataset. The Voyant Tools is effective in analyzing discussion forum query subjects in terms of quality and quantity. The findings of this study indicate that the Voyant Tools offer several benefits to researchers and that their use as a tool for discussion forums should be further explored.

VI. CONCLUSION

The main aim of this study was to assess the suitability of the Voyant Tools as a means of identifying the frequency of content-related and non-content-related query subjects. The Cirrus tool and the Correlation tool performed well in prioritizing query subjects based on their occurrence and importance in the online discussion forum. The study used the scatter plot tool to identify the features for automatically clustering various queries as either content-related or non-content-related. The Voyant Tools was found useful in expanding our understanding of how various toolset can be used to analyze quantitative and qualitative data. A subsequent finding was that the tools were more accurate in identifying non-content-related queries than content-related queries. The finding suggests that repeated non-content related queries can potentially be set as FAQs to reduce the burden on instructors. Removal of non-content-related queries can increase the discussion of relevant content-related queries.

During the experiment with the scatter plot tool, it was observed that the frequency of content-related queries and non-content-related queries also varies between practical and theoretical course discussion forums. For example, learners asked more content-related queries in the practical course discussion forum than in the theoretical course forum.

The small size of the dataset allowed us to identify limited features which can be used to categorize various queries. Despite the relatively limited data sample of 296 query subjects, this work offers valuable initial insights into the differences of discussions in practical and theoretical courses. This research has also raised questions regarding the need for further investigation of different types of online courses. For example, a significant difference in content-related queries was observed in theoretical and practical course discussions; identifying the factors of interaction based on the queries may be a fruitful area for future research. Large randomized controlled trials of the t-SNE tool could also potentially provide more definitive evidence.
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